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„Caritas in Veritate“ – Encouragement to JP work
„In view of the enormous economic dynamics of globalization the encyclical
„Caritas in Veritate“ (CiV) written by Pope Benedict XVI challenges people to
take responsibility for themselves, for others and for the whole human
family.“ With these words Auxiliary Bishop Dr. Ackermann, President of the
German Commission for Justice and Peace, appreciated Pope Benedict XVI’s
new social encyclical on 7 July 2009, the day of its publication. Standards
for orientation are „justice and public welfare for the human family“. The
encyclical’s appeal is not only directed to the ethical responsibility of man
but also to the necessary political and social order of the human family
which might and should arise from a strengthened moral and ethical
orientation. „Globalization, a priori, is neither good nor bad. It will be what
people make of it” (CiV 42), Bishop Dr. Ackermann quoted from the
encyclical.
The German Commission for Justice and Peace feels encouraged by the
encyclical to strive for a political control of economic globalization on an
ethical basis. The encyclical statements on indecent working conditions, on
deregulation and on the necessary strengthening of labour unions (CiV 25,
63, 64) confirm the intention and orientation of the project on decent work,
in which JP cooperates with trade unions and the ILO. In addition the JPproject “agricultural trade as a test case for just world trade conditions“
takes up the encyclical’s demand for a „just and equitable international
trade in agricultural goods“ (CiV 58).

International Conference and EDP on just agricultural trade
From 27 March to 5 April 2009, the EDP „International agricultural trade between food security, energy supply and trade liberalization“ took place in Uganda and Zambia, followed by an international conference held in Lusaka. For the participants from
the fields of politics, government, development cooperation,
NGO, foundations, and farmers’ unions, the experience they
made in the families of small farmers presented a valuable basis
for further political discussions on the conference. Especially the
topics of just dairy farming in Zambia, the rights of workers in
the sugar production and the use of genetically modified seeds
led to intensive discussions. Members of Parliament Bärbel Höhn
and Ulrich Kelber talked about their experiences in a debate of
the Bundestag as well as in newspaper interviews and in the TVprogramme “Weltspiegel”.
In addition to the participants from Europe, 27 representatives
from ministries and the church, small farmer unions, NGOnetworks, foundations, embassies, international organisations as
well as scientists from Zambia, Uganda, South-Africa and Zimbabwe participated in the programme. Topics of discussion were
the discrepancy between food security seen from a human rights perspective and governmental positions on agriculture, food crisis and agricultural
trade. Another topic of regional political debates referred to the economic
crisis. It seems that the EDP and the conference have opened new ways for
dialogue for the partners in the country. According to the local partners’
feedback, the Commission for Justice and Peace has received encouraging
signals and suggestions for its work on the spot.
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In the ILO Plenum on International Conventions
From 2 to 5 June 2009, Dr. Hagemann participated for the
second time in the International Labour Conference in Geneva
on behalf of Kolping International. In her speech on the convention on homework she argued that International Conventions should be ratified and implemented by national governments as this would be a yardstick for responsible governance.
Many consumer goods for rich countries are produced in the
homes of female workers living in newly industrialized countries or in developing countries. Lacking protection for the
workers leads to intentionally low production costs. Ratification
of the convention, also in the importing countries, means the recognition of
the home workers’ rights everywhere in the world. Ratification is a clear
sign of social responsibility for a fair globalization. This would enable workers in the production countries to claim their rights and the governments of
these countries would be encouraged to protect their population from exploitation and poverty. If this convention can be made national law and if
the corresponding rules are kept, workers will be protected and social peace
will be secured.

Labour migration and trafficking in human beings in the gender
perspective
Following the exposure- and dialogue programme in Ukraine in May 2009 on
trafficking in human beings (cf. below) and continuing the work on gender
justice, the commission for Justice and Peace had an expert discussion on
labour migration in the gender perspective in Cologne on June 23, 2009. It
became obvious that fields of work specific to women or men cause very
different problems. So Ukrainian women who worked in the EU are often
suspected of having worked as prostitutes. The result of this stigmatization is
that illegal stays in the „West“ are put under taboo and that criminal peoplesmuggling rings can count on the silence of the victims of human trafficking.
While migrant workers on major building sites can be organised in trade
unions – although this is difficult – it seems to be almost impossible to organise women working in households. This makes it even more difficult to
inform female migrants about their rights, to prevent illegal work and to demand the observance of social standards. Members of Caritas Ukraine and of
the DCV clearly illustrated the risks of the „Global Care Drain“ from East to
West and from South to North. Irrespective of the gender question, it turned
out that our society needs to become more aware of these problems in order
to achieve progress in legislation and changes of individual behaviour, e.g. in
the field of illicit work.

Conference of European JP Commissions, Concerted action against
trafficking in human beings
During their meeting in Prague on 7/8 March, 2009, the secretaries general
published a statement on their concerted action 2009 on human trafficking,
in which JP Europe, among other things, demands the ratification, application
and control of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against trafficking
in Human Beings. The statement was published in Germany on March 30,
2009.

EDP - Ukraine on trafficking in persons and labour migration
The concerted action of the European Conference of JP commissions included an EDP with EDP e.V. in Ukraine (12 - 21 May, 2009). 19 participants
from the European commissions had the opportunity to get to know
causes and effects of forced labour migration in Ukraine. Many of them are
committed activists in the fight against trafficking in persons, in the field of
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prevention or in working with victims, e.g. in Lithuania,
Romania or Bosnia. Meeting families with very different
migration backgrounds gave the participants profound insights into their lives. The final reflection in Lviv und the
dialogue with representatives from the police, criminal
prosecution, social politics, Caritas and NGOs deepened
political discussions on labour migration, illegality, organized crime, but also on rural development and socioeconomic perspectives for families and young people in
Ukraine. The Greek-Catholic Church is very active in the
villages, for example in caring for the people,
as well as in information work and in the reintegration of
female and male home comers.
The participants’ response was very positive. The French
presidency of the Conference of European JP commissions
suggested a further EDP on the concerted action 2010 “Solidarisches Wirtschaften“ (management in solidarity) to the
general assembly.

Report on Bosnia
This year’s report on the state of human rights in Bosnia-Herzegovina, prepared by the Bosnian Commission for Justice and Peace, gives a detailed
description of the situation of young people in the region. Despite the relatively stable situation, the report paints a depressing picture of growing
hopelessness among the young generation. The pressing question concerns
the structures and ideals necessary to build a viable state in Bosnia. The
report illustrates that the unsolved and untreated questions of reconciliation
are impeding the building of a new Bosnian society.

Justitia et Pax – Touchstones of the Parliamentary Elections 2009
On 7 May 2009, JP published touchstones of the Parliamentary Elections
2009 entitled „Wahlkampf nutzen, um internationale Verantwortung zu
stärken“ („using the election campaign to strengthen international responsibility“). In an interview with the Catholic News Agency KNA, auxiliary bishop
Dr. Ackermann voiced his opinion on various matters. The touchstones were
sent to political parties, factions, members of parliament and other cooperating partners.

“Development policy and poverty reduction in times of crises.
A campaign issue?”
The spokespersons responsible for development policy of the parties
represented in the German Bundestag, Dr. Christian Ruck (CDU/CSU), Dr.
Sascha Raabe (SPD), Hellmut Königshaus (FDP), Ute Koczy (Grüne) and
Hüseyin Aydin (Die Linke) all followed an invitation of the GKKE to start the
election campaign with a discussion on development policy in times of crises
at the Bonn Forum Church and Development on 24 June 2009. GKKE
president Prelate Dr. Karl Jüsten presented the questions concerning the
parties’ position with regard to the importance of poverty reduction in
development policy, rural development, climate crisis and joint efforts of the
state and civil society in development cooperation.
All participants declared poverty reduction to be the paramount aim of development policy, but draw different conclusions for instance with regard to
the newly industrialized countries. Similar statements were given about the
promotion of rural development and on budgetary aid combined with a
strengthening of parliamentary and civil society control. The only opposite
statement referred to the BMZ when Hellmut Königshaus, representing the
Free Democrats, voiced the longstanding liberal position that the Foreign
Ministry should be in charge of development cooperation.
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Bärbel Dieckmann (Mayor of Bonn) and president of the Deutsche Welthungerhilfe appreciated the importance of this dialogue Forum on development
policy for Bonn as an international development base.

Honouring of JP at the inauguration of
Bishop Dr. Ackermann in Trier
In a message on the occasion of the inauguration of Bishop Dr. Ackermann in Trier on 24 May 2009, the President of the German Bishops’
Conference, Archbishop Dr. Robert Zollitsch, emphasized the commitment of the president of the German Commission for Justice and Peace
and its significance for the Bishops’ Conference.

Talks with members of parliament on the ratification of
the Home Work Convention
In the Joint Conference Church and Development, the German Commission
for Justice and Peace, together with the Confederation of German Trade
Unions (DGB), has been working towards the ratification of the Home Work
Convention adopted by the International Labour Organisation. On 21 April
2009, Prelate Dr. Jüsten met members of parliament and vice-chairwoman of
the SPD, Andrea Nahles, at the Catholic Office. Ms Nahles was very openminded about basing discussions on the ratification of the convention on
development policy arguments. She wants to support the ratification in direct
talks with the German Labour Minister.

GKKE coherence report
On 13 May 2009, the eighth report on the fight against poverty entitled „Eigenständig und gemeinsam: Die Beiträge der Ressorts der Bundesregierung
zur Entwicklungspolitik“ („Independent and jointly: Contributions of the ministries of the Federal Government on development policy“) was presented to
the public by Prelate Dr. Jüsten. In its latest report on development policy
coherence, the Joint Conference Church and Development (GKKE) deals with
the increasing incorporation of further ministries besides the Federal Ministry
for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) into development policy.
In the last two years, the budgetary means for development policy have
almost doubled in certain ministries, especially in the Foreign Ministry of
Germany (Auswärtiges Amt), in the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) and in the Federal Ministry of
Finance (BMF). Basically the GKKE considers the inclusion of further ministries in questions of development policy in view of global problems appropriate and forward-looking. A look at the present practice in the various ministries reveals, however, a need for action within the government to enable the
same development policy principles and procedures to be accepted in all
ministries involved. This is an essential prerequisite, if the additional financial
and specialist resources are to be used for a greater effectiveness of development policy.

Specialist group „Pharma“ on „health in developing countries“
On 29 April 2009 the GKKE has published a joint statement with the VFA
(German Association of Research-based Pharmaceutical Companies) on
health in developing countries. In this statement they ask government and
parliament to extend aid granted so far and to make it more effective. Within
the scope of an extensive development of health systems the importance of
the training of relevant qualified personnel and of corresponding job offers in
developing countries is especially underlined. A subcommittee on health in
developing countries is to coordinate the activities of the ministries for
health, development cooperation and research in the field of global health in
a better way.
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Publication on freedom of religion
„Religionsfreiheit - gegenwärtige Herausforderungen aus christlicher Sicht“
this is the title of Volume 118 of the series on Justice and Peace which documents the results and findings of the JP Commission’s work on freedom of
religion. They among others address theological questions of religious freedom, outline church and social challenges and point at relevant international
experiences in this context.

Dr. Klaus Lefringhausen, one of the founding fathers of GKKE
has passed away
After its foundation in 1973, Dr. Klaus Lefringhausen was the first managing
director of GKKE representing the evangelical Church. He died in a road
accident in Namibia on 17 April 2009. For many years, he has been a convincing ambassador of ecumenism. As advocate of a dialogue on development policy based on partnership he rendered outstanding services to the
vision of the One World.

Obituary on Prelate Bocklet - JP and GKKE owe a lot to him
Prelate Bocklet died on 3 June 2009. From 1977 to 2002, he was an excellent director of the Catholic Liaison Office, the Catholic president of the
GKKE and – for many years board – member of the German Commission for
Justice and Peace. He strongly influenced the Commission’s work, especially
in the field of development policy. He encouraged the ecumenical dialogue
programme of GKKE, particularly through his close contacts with politicians.
In the presentations of the GKKE arms export reports, he was always candid
in putting forward the GKKE points of criticism concerning the arms export
policy of the Federal Government. We owe a lot to him and will continue his
work to promote a just and peaceful development for people all over the
world.
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